























































applied to still-lifes in general.
   This exhibition was the first occasion for the history of Span-
ish still-lifes to be introduced to Japan and was organized with
the full cooperation of the Spanish Ministry of Culture as part of
a cultural project to commemorate the "Spanish Year, 1992". A to-
tal 63 oil paintings by 34 different artists dating from the late 16th
century to Goya were brought together mainly from 29 public and
private collections in Spain such as the Prado with additions from
the Hermitage, St. Petersburg and the National Gallery, Berlin.
Highlights of the exhibition inc]uded 77ie Holy family with Saint
Anne by El Greco, Still-life with an Artichoke by Sanchez Cotan,
Offering to rvora by Van der Hamen y Leon, Lunch by Ve16squez,
Ceramics by Zurbaran, STilLlife by an unknown artist, V?7nitas by
Pereda, Kitchen Scene by Cerezo, rvotvers by Arellano, rvotDers
by Hiepes, Sea Bream and Oranges by Melendez, and Dead Hens
by Goya.
   Notable was the fact that there were four works depicting arti-
chokes. In addition to the painting by S6nchez Cotan, Still-life by
Ramirez was based on a careful copy of the artichoke in S6nchez
Cotan's picture. There were also Kitchen Scene by Loarte and
I〉fuits and (lardoon by Van der Hamen y Leon. It was interesting
to note the outstanding originality of S6nchez Cot6n and how the
same motif was repeatedly employed in the initial stage of Span-
ish still-lifes.
   In the mid-17th century, on the one hand, in Madrid, Arellano
was executing faithful copies of Flemish flowers, while, on the
other hand, in Valencia, Hiepes was reviving the almost archaic
traditional Spanish style of floral painting. These two examples
were significant in considering the stratification or the localism of
Spanish painting and Spanish culture.
   The concept of this exhibition was extremely clear-cut. In
view of the fact that there had never been any other exhibitions
surveying the history of European still-life held in Japan, it would
have been even better if Flemish and Italian paintings, which
were influential in the development of Spanish still-lifes, could
have been included.
   Another regret was that Christ in the House of Martha and
A4ary; a bodego'n by Velazquez in which the composition reflects
particularly strong influence of Flemish painting, and a vanitas
by Valdez Leal could not be exhibited. (Koji Yukiyama)
[Cataloguel
Introduction, Spanish Still-lifes: Alfonso E. P6rez Sanchez
Catalogue Notes: Alfonso E. P6rez Sanchez
Bodegones by Vel6squez: Koji Yukiyama
The Characteristics of Spanish Still-lifes: Minako 'Ilsunoda
Editorial Direction: Koji Yukiyama/Mikinosuke Thnabe
Production: Insho-sha
*The catalogue was published in Japanese only.
Transportation and Set Up: Nippon Express Co., Ltd.
Display: Nomura Kogei
[Lectures]
27 March: "Spanish Features in the World of Still-life"
         Koji Yukiyama
3 April: "17th Century Flemish and Dutch Still-lifes in
       Comparison with Spanish Still-lifes" 'Ibshiharu
       Nakamura
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